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Tommy’s Story: The Newest Reader
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George M. Kozmetsky school this summer, he was assessed using the Wide Range
Achievement Test. Each child, upon entering the school, is assessed in order to best
place them in a class during their stay at SafePlace. Tommy’s score was low for his
age group, in fact it did not register; he did not know all the letters or the sounds of
the letters in the alphabet in any language.
Tommy stared blankly as school staff read books; he did not pay attention to the story
at all. Teachers and volunteers at the school began working with him to improve his
phonics and help him learn some of the basic sight words.
One day, as the teacher read to the children during
storytime, she became distracted while holding the
book up in front of the class. Tommy was looking
at the pictures and then he said: “like” - which was
one of his sight words. Surprised and pleased by
his recognition of the word, the teacher told Tommy
he would receive a star. One of his classmates
piped up to say she would give him a star as well!
Encouraged, Tommy proceeded to pick out another
25 words from the book as his classmate gave him
stars for each word. What a difference from when
Tommy first joined the class!

Later that morning, when asked to read a book he had not seen before, Tommy
responded: “I can’t”. But he was willing to try. Going through the book with his
teacher, using all the strategies he had been taught – to look for patterns and picture
clues - Tommy proceeded to read the whole book. He was so surprised by the end of the book, he broke down
and cried buckets of tears. Tommy had become the school’s newest reader!
We are so proud of all the students who come to our school and the teachers and volunteers who work so closely with
them!
* Name has been changed.

The “Austin Originals” Celebration was a great evening !
(Read more about the event on page 4)

Thank You to all our sponsors and volunteers!
Co-Chairs
Joan Talley and Frances Netherton
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Dear Friends:
As one of the many people who have worked here or been involved with the agency for many
years, I can slip into thinking about the things we do at SafePlace as commonplace. But, I
actually cannot do that for long. I have the privilege of introducing people from all over the
country, and sometimes even the world, to SafePlace. You can’t believe how awestruck others
are after touring our campus. It is especially heartening when this comes from others who
work in the sexual and domestic violence field. Make no mistake – we are an A+ violence
prevention center!
As the agency creeps up on 35 years of serving Austin and Travis County, our programs that
provide safety and healing for survivors of sexual and domestic violence remain strong. In
fact they continue to grow as we seek innovative ways to provide the best for the survivors we
serve. Check out information about our new phone counseling program in this newsletter.
The work we do to educate and prevent future interpersonal violence has always been among the leading work in
our field. And this last year has been no exception to that rule. One exceptional accomplishment in 2008 has been
our service to the Deaf community – we specialize in reaching out to communities who might not be served without
programs designed and delivered specifically to them.
We are working diligently to educate the community about the impact we each, individually and as a community,
can have on preventing violence. Often these are small changes in how we treat our families and friends, or how
we hold each other accountable for developing and demonstrating healthy relationships based in respect and trust.
These are all the linchpins to our vision of a community free of rape, sexual abuse and domestic violence.
In this issue we share with you some of our proudest accomplishments and some of the new and exciting things we
have planned for 2009 – we hope you will join us for many of them!
On behalf of the Board, staff, volunteers and clients, we thank you for your support this last year and, in fact, for the
last 34 years! We assure you that with your continued support in 2009 we will continue to do the things we know
work - programs, events and activities you will be proud to contribute to.
Peace,
Julia Spann, Executive Director

Thank you to all our generous 3rd Party events this holiday season.
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Michelle Thompson Ulerich and Ballet Austin ~ Capital Wealth Management ~ Macy’s Shop For A Cause ~ Gateway Church
and Hill Country Bible Church – Fall Gateway Golf Tournament ~ Austin Doll Collector’s Society ~ Austin National Hispanic
Health Professions Organization ~ Sigma Lambda Gamma National Sorority ~ Welcome to Austin Bridge and Canasta Club
~ Benchmark Austin ~ iRex Group, LTD ~ School in the Hills, Montessori in Steiner Ranch ~ Sue Markum, Silpada Designs ~
Touch of Sass – Fall Fling ~ Austin Area Quilt Guild ~ The Department of Chemical Engineering at the University of Texas at
Austin ~ Minx ~ The United Court of Austin ~ Pamela and Mike Bruchhausen ~ Borders Westgate Holiday Book and Plush Toy
Drive ~ 3 Singing Sirens benefit concert at MoMo’s ~ 12 Days of Christmas at the Driskill Hotel ~ The Lakeway Ladies Golf
Association ~ Kristian Gallagher ~ LASA High School ~ National Council of Jewish Women ~ Mustang Owners Club of Texas
– MOCA ~ Bonnie Varner ~ Law offices of William D. Powers ~ Society of American Magicians Annual Holiday Party ~ Jeff
Davis and Prime Lending ~ Dan Grant and the Georgetown Alumni Association ~ SHE ETC and Sandra Dronet ~ Theresa Gray

www.SafePlace.org

C o m m u n i t y
Did You Know SafePlace Serves Male Survivors?
Historically, many shelters and programs around the country did not serve male

survivors of sexual or domestic violence--some did not even serve teen boys who
accompanied their mothers. However, SafePlace does.
Recently, a single man from another state fled his home after being shot by his
partner, a member of law enforcement, who had been abusive toward him for
many years. An organization in his home state worked with the survivor to find
local shelter, but given the heightened safety concerns surrounding the case they
referred him to SafePlace, describing it as “one of the best domestic violence
programs for men in the United States”.
At SafePlace he received counseling for the domestic violence and case
management to help him with legal, financial, health and housing issues. After a
relatively short stay at the emergency shelter he secured safe, stable housing that
met critical health care needs resulting from the gunshot wounds.
SafePlace strives to be accommodating to all people who need our services including men and boys. Our counseling
department offers a weekly support group for male survivors of sexual or domestic violence. Held each Monday
evening and led by a male counselor, the support group offers a safe, supportive environment for men to deal with
these issues.

Honoring the Spirit of Survivors of Sexual Assault
The fourth annual Celebrating the Survivor Spirit, held in September, provided

survivors of sexual violence and their loved ones a safe space to come forward,
share with each other and build a community of survivors. This year, over 80
individuals came together to celebrate and honor the Survivor Spirit through
music, spoken word, interpretive dance and visual art.
The event is unique in that it provides survivors the opportunity to express
themselves through art, to talk about their experiences and their healing in
ways that can often be raw, and a moving experience for all. As one attendee
commented, it is an “honor to hear fellow survivors, one day I hope to speak
out as well.” The event is held each year, in the fall.

A Global Reach: Helping Survivors
In 2006 SafePlace was recruited by the Public Welfare Department of Hong Kong to conduct trainings about responding

to survivors of sexual violence who have a disability. The multi-day trainings hosted a cross-section of the Hong Kong
government, social service and other first responders community. In the time subsequent to SafePlace’s visit, the Public
Welfare Department has successfully set up and staffed a new department and is working with survivors.
This year, SafePlace welcomed social workers from the Social Welfare Department in Hong Kong. For two weeks the
visitors studied community systems and how services for sexual assault survivors are delivered in order to improve their
own response to survivors in Hong Kong. We shared information about our programs including community education,
counseling, 24-hour hotline, hospital advocacy and outreach to people with disabilities.
24 Hr Hotline: 512-267-SAFE or 927-9616 TTY for the Deaf community
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SafePlace’s Uniquely Austin Gala Celebrates MariBen Ramsey
and Theresa Garza
Austin came out to join SafePlace in October for the 3rd Annual Celebration gala benefiting SafePlace programs.
The evening celebrated our special “Austin Originals” honorees: MariBen Ramsey and Theresa Garza.

As recipient of the SafePlace Community Hero Award, MariBen Ramsey was recognized for her efforts as an
individual who not only supports SafePlace, but also touches the community as a whole. Her depth of care and
commitment to this community is unflinching. She is one of our best and most respected community leaders.
Theresa Garza, the SafePlace Guardian, has been a friend and supporter of SafePlace for nearly 16 years; currently
serving as a Trustee for the SafePlace Foundation. Theresa
wears her SafePlace volunteer badge boldly and with
pride; she shares her affiliation with just about everyone
she knows. In turn, she has heard numerous stories of
abuse and she has guided many women and children to
our doors.
The event brought together all things uniquely Austin
including: the new Austin Music Hall; the culinary
creations of Pascal’s; live entertainment by Glovertango
and Graham Reynolds; a VIP Reception performance
by Gretchen Phillips; a fabulous live and silent auction
of distinctively Austin items; and our special honorees,
two longtime and dedicated supporters of the SafePlace
mission to end sexual and domestic violence.

Theresa Garza , Julia Spann and MariBen Ramsey

Thank You to all our sponsors and volunteers!
Celebration Sponsor

Co-Chairs

Frances Netherton and Joan Talley

G 51 Capital Management

Celebration Committee
Bobbie Beal ~ Jill Brumley ~ Lisa Carroll ~ Amy Hur ~ Judy
French, Mothers and Daughters of The National Charity
League ~ Guaranty Bank ~ the University of Texas Alpha
Phi Omega

Bronze Sponsors
Anonymous ~ Donna & Davis Baldwin ~ Baker Botts,
LLC ~ Becky Beaver & Nancy Scanlan ~ Aimee Boone
~ Ann Cox Bomer ~ Broadway Across America ~ Cindy
Brouillette & James Hart ~ Jann & Dick Brown ~ Gretchen
& Bob Ellis ~ Inman Foundation ~ Flieller, Kruger, Skelton,
& Plyler, LLP ~ Friends of “T” ~ Friends from The Austin
Community Foundation ~ Hester Capital Management,
LLC ~ Holt McDougal ~ IntegReview Ethical Review Board
~ LCRA Employees’ United Charities ~ Courtney & Paul
Sanchez ~ Julia Spann ~ Joan & Greg Talley ~ Texas
Fleet Fuel, Ltd. ~ Top Solutions, Inc ~ Wells Fargo Bank ~
Women Partners in Health, P.A.

Platinum Sponsors
Patti O’Meara & James Armstrong
Titanium Sponsors
Luci Baines Johnson & Ian Turpin ~ RBC Wealth
Management
Silver Sponsors
Ascendant Engineering Solutions, LLC ~ Diane & Jim
Cano ~ Michael E. Miller Business Law Office ~ Kacy
& Scott O’Hare ~ MFI Foundation ~ Page Southerland
Page, LLP ~ Florine & Ben Ramsey ~ Triple S Petroleum Co.
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Media Sponsor
KVUE
In Kind Sponsors
Dripping Springs Vodka ~ Marquee Event Group ~
Musical Chairs ~ Perfect Promotions, Amy Hur ~ Russell
Korman Fine Jewelry & Watches ~ Stephanie Malone
Design ~ Viva Chocolato

www.SafePlace.org

Memorials

&H

Strengthening Relationships
through Deaf Services Program

Gifts made between June - November 2008

In Honor of...
Lauren Buxbaum-Kacir and
Harold Wilensky
Susan & Clarence Skrovan

Martha Clark
James V. Clark
Dr. Don R. Counts
Morgan Dunn O’Connor
Theresa Garza
Ann C. & Jeff Bomer
Will and Mary Pitts

onorariums
In Memory of...
Mary Katherine Burke Waugh
Barbara Ann Blanton
Marge Georgeson
Samuel R. Georgeson
Eiko Narita
Donald L. Rakoskie
Cecille Marshall Henry
Noreen M. Costenbader
Tony Hilfer
Jane P. Hilfer

Sam Goodner
Guaranty Bank
Gary Keller
Tony DiCello and Dianna
Kokoszka
MariBen Ramsey
Eugene Sepulveda and Steven
Tomlinson

Matthew William Kelly
Pam Tucker
Shirley Ruth Mayfield
S. Saya Yamaguchi
Carole Kay Ronay
Rosemary Banda
Maryann & Dan Campo

Elizabeth Darrow Weible
Bud Royer
Mary Furse
D. Fort Flowers, Jr.
To recognize a special person, contact Erin Osenbaugh at
512.356.1574.

At the end of 2007, recognizing the impor-

tance of access to services for Deaf survivors, SafePlace expanded its ability to provide these services by starting a Deaf Services program.
Since then, the program has developed strategic partnerships within the community to both spread the word about
the services and ensure access by the hard of hearing
and Deaf community. One partnership is a collaboration
with Any Baby Can to bring “SafeParenting” classes - in
American Sign Language and integrating cultural issues
- to the Deaf community. “SafeParenting” teaches parenting skills and discusses how domestic violence affects the
whole family.
Another partnership is a contract with the Department of
Aging and Rehabilitative Services. The Deaf Services Program will provide healthy relationship enrichment workshops for seniors who are deaf or hard of hearing. Look
to our website to learn about more offerings soon.

Thank you to these foundations for their generous support.
June - November 2008

ECG Foundation * The Favrot Fund * Grande Communications® Passion and Commitment Investment
Club * Robert Wood Johnson Foundation * The Lind Family Charitable Foundation * Macy’s Foundation
* Alice Kleberg Reynolds Meyer Foundation * Religious Coalition to Assist the Homeless * St. David’s
Community Health Foundation * Seawell Elam Foundation * Target * Topfer Family Foundation * Lola
Wright Foundation

Improving Access to Healing: Phone Counseling
Many survivors are not comfortable with group counseling; face overwhelming chaos due to abuse, trauma,
homelessness or poverty; or lack reliable transportation or child care. Others Survivors are unable to come in
for counseling services due to mental or physical disabilities that make leaving their homes extremely difficult or
are reluctant to attend traditional face-to face counseling due to social or cultural stigmas about mental health
services. These survivors, impacted by the abuse they endured can often times go without the help they need.

This year, SafePlace received a grant from Impact Austin to begin a phone counseling program. This program
will allow us to open access to our services and provide a way for us to address the waiting list and best meet
the needs of the underserved survivors described above. By decreasing barriers to accessing counseling we
ultimately have the opportunity to assist them in improving the quality of their lives.
With the launch of this program, which can be accessed through our hotline we have three phone counselors and
anticipate we will serve 100 or more people in the next year. If you, a friend or a family member is in need of
help dealing with sexual or domestic violence, please reach out to us via our 24 Hour Hotline: 512-267-SAFE.

24 Hr Hotline: 512-267-SAFE or 927-9616 TTY for the Deaf community
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Ending Sexual and Domestic Violence is No Walk in the Park

On Saturday, April 18th, 2009 we will begin a new chapter in raising awareness of the safety, healing and

prevention services SafePlace provides for women, children and men who have been affected by sexual and
domestic violence. We are extremely pleased to announce the launch of the NEW SafePlace Field Day &
Festival – a fresh and innovative spin on our annual spring event.
Families, friends and co-workers will gather at Fiesta Gardens West
End Park, overlooking the beautiful Lady Bird Lake, to participate
in an afternoon of Field Day games – reminiscent of our childhood,
including activities and awards in a lively festival atmosphere. There
will be local live music performances, games and crafts for the kids,
a specially designated dog park area, tasty food and all-around fun
for the whole family! You can build a team of family members and
friends and “go-for-the-gold”! Teams will rally to play games and
win prizes while festival activities will be fun for all ages.
The SafePlace
Field Day &
Festival is an
incredible way
to show support
Fun for the whole family at the Field
of
survivors,
Day & Festival will include relay races,
SafePlace and
arts & crafts and moonwalks for the
the programs
children.
and
services
we
provide.
Come join us for a day of play! Help raise awareness
about the imporatance of ending sexual and domestic
violence - visit www.SafePlaceFieldDay.org soon for
more details!

SafePlace Wins $1M Grant from Robert Wood Johnson Foundation to Create Community
Change
SafePlace is one of eleven organizations chosen to policy and environmental factors that lead to dating
receive a grant worth up to $1 million from the new
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation four-year initiative
focused on preventing intimate partner violence, Start
Strong: Building Healthy Teen Relationships.
SafePlace will collaborate with local partners on
“The Northeast Austin Teen Relationships Project”.
This project will target over 3,000 students in 6th
to 8th grade and will bring the community together
in promoting healthy relationships. There are four
primary program elements, all with the goal of
preventing teen dating violence: engage and educate
youth, educate and engage teen influences (parents,
teachers, older teens and other mentors), change
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violence, and implement communication strategies
that promote social norm changes.

The first phase, starting in 2009, will be program
design and identification and development of
collaborative partners. The School-Based Service
Program, long credited with identifying ways to
bring peer to peer advocacy to young people in the
community, has been tasked with creating change in
how relationships between young people are viewed
in an area of our community. As an agency we are
excited about the potential impact of this program
and how it may be used as a model to implement
similar programs in other communities.

www.SafePlace.org

The Texas Legislature’s Impact on Survivor Safety and Violence Prevention
The Texas Legislature is arguably considered the most powerful arm of the Texas Government, in part due to its

power over state funding. On January 13, 2009, the 81st Regular Session begins. A preview of the platforms
our partners are putting forward follows. Those interested in learning how to reach out to encourage support
for these bills should visit either www.TAASA.org or www.TCFV.org for more information.

Texas Council on Family Violence (TCFV)

Texas Association Against Sexual Assault (TAASA)

Keeping Families Safe in Texas: Appropriations for
Family Violence Programs - Funding for domestic
violence programs throughout the state; constituents
who want to encourage their legislators to support
full funding for family violence programs can join the
Purple Postcard Campaign.

Create a ‘Sexual Motivation’ Finding to Attach to
Offenses - Enable law enforcement to better identify
offenses that are sexually motivated, which are a
unique subset of crimes that require special treatment.
Proper labeling of these crimes may allow for early
identification of repeat sex offenders.

Making Offenders Accountable to the Community:
Mandatory Probation Fees - Allow judges to order
defendants placed on probation to pay up to $100 to
local, state or federally funded family violence shelter
programs.

Allow Sexual Assault Victims to Terminate their Lease
without Penalty - Currently, sexual assault victims
must remain in a home where they were raped, pay
early termination fees or suffer bad credit history for
breaking a lease.

Save Lives: Strangulation as an Enhance-able Third
Degree Felony - Strangulation in intimate partner
relationships indicates both a progressing nature
of abuse and increased danger for victims; this
legislation will significantly increase the punishment
for strangulation.

Allow Adult Victims of Sexual Assault to Obtain a
Forensic Exam without a Police Report - Currently
survivors must make a report to police in order to
receive a Sexual Assault Nurse’s Exam (aka a “rape
kit”). However, feelings of shame or guilt may result
in survivors delaying a report of a sexual assault.
Collecting evidence immediately after the crime
ensures evidence will be there when a survivor is
ready to come forward to press charges.

Fostering Real System Change: Domestic Violence
Fatality Review - In 2006, 123 women were killed
in Texas by their intimate partners. A framework for
family violence community partners to come together
to review these deaths to determine what could have
been done differently to save lives. This legislation
will mirror the language already used in the child
fatality review statute.

Expand the Length of Time for Civil Court Sexual Abuse
Claims - Currently, the statute of limitations for filing
a civil court claim for sexual assault or aggravated
sexual assault is five years. This is out of line with
criminal statutes of limitations which are unlimited for
child victims of sexual assault.

One Safe Place for DV Screening
Healthcare providers have a great opportunity to reach out and help survivors of domestic violence - if they know

what to look for. Through a federal grant from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, SafePlace
created our first online training.
This training, intended for staff nurses, advanced practice nurses, physician assistants, social workers, case managers
and physicians in the OBGYN and family planning settings, is about domestic violence during pregnancy. The
program (which offers Continuing Education Credits) has been marketed through the Texas Nurses Association.
Over the course of the year, 216 healthcare providers have enrolled in the online course to learn the fundamental
domestic violence knowledge required to identify, treat, document and, if necessary, report domestic abuse.
If your healthcare providers are screening for domestic violence, thank them; if they are not, ask them why not.
24 Hr Hotline: 512-267-SAFE or 927-9616 TTY for the Deaf community
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Coming in Spring 2009...
• A New Look for the SafePlace Website!
• The Option to Receive Vision & Voice
in Your InBox or in Your Mailbox!

2008 Board of Directors • Robert Thomas, Chair
Karen Bartoletti • Cindy Brouillette •Jann Brown •Myra Bull • Zita Cassizzi • Sandy Cox • Richard Mendoza • Susan Moore • Kacy O’Hare • Robert Palm •
Laura Pressley • Barry Senterfitt • Pamela Sherman • Nicki Tyler
2008 Foundation Trustees • Richard Fatheree, Chair
Mike Bengtson • Aimee Boone • Charlyn Daugherty • Marci Dell • Gretchen Ellis • JoLynn Free • Theresa Garza • Luci Baines Johnson • John Jones • LaShonda
Kennedy • Kimberly Kozmetsky • Kacy O’Hare • Patti O’Meara • MariBen Ramsey • Carol Robertson • Courtney Sanchez • Gregory P. Sapire • Claire
Saunders • Greg Skelton • Donna Stockton-Hicks • Kelly White • Caryl Yontz
Gregory A. Kozmetsky, Lifetime Trustee

